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Femtosecond b-cleavage dynamics: Observation of the diradical
intermediate in the nonconcerted reactions of cyclic ethers

A. A. Scala, E. W.-G. Diau, Z. H. Kim, and A. H. Zewail
Arthur Amos Noyes Laboratory of Chemical Physics, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena,
California 91125

~Received 18 February 1998; accepted 11 March 1998!

Femtosecond~fs! dynamics of reactions of cyclic ethers, symmetric and asymmetric structures, are
reported. The diradical intermediates and theirb-cleavages, which involve simultaneous C-C, C-H
s-bond breakage and C-O, C-Cp-bond formation, are observed and studied by fs-resolved mass
spectrometry. To compare with experiments, we present density functional theory calculations of
the potential energy surface and microcanonical rates and product distributions. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!02619-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In elementary reactions, the processes of bond brea
and bond making involve transition states~TS’s! which live
for times comparable to the vibrational period. In compl
reactions, however, the reaction channels for different pr
ucts are multiple and may involve relatively stable interm
diates which live for several vibrational periods or long
With femtosecond~fs! time resolution it is possible to stud
these intermediates. Of particular importance are thediradi-
cal intermediates~see, e.g., Ref. 1!, whose fs dynamics in
many reactions, such as the Norrish,2 Diels-Alder,3

elimination4 and other reactions,5 are critical to the branch
ing of product yields, to the stereochemistry, and to the
action mechanism~see, e.g., Refs. 6 and 7!. The strategies
and techniques developed in these fs studies provide the
portunity to investigate other putative diradical interme
ates, proposed as intermediates in high-energy reactions

The thermal and photochemistry of cyclic ethers g
rise to unsaturated hydrocarbons and carbonyl compou
The vacuum ultraviolet photolysis of cyclic ethers has be
interpreted to involve the cleavage of the carbon-oxyg
bond as the major primary process. Since the early work
the groups of Pitts,8 and Roquette,9 there has been a numbe
of studies of these cyclic ethers. Notably, von Sonntag
co-workers10,11have studied the 185 nm photochemistry o
number of cyclic ethers in the liquid phase; Diaz a
Doepker12 have reported the gas-phase results of tetrahy
furan~THF! at 147.0 and 123.6 nm; Scala and Rourke13 have
investigated THF and its methyl derivatives at 147 nm
both the gas and solid~77 K! phase. The liquid-phase wor
may be characterized as involving oxy-polymethyle
diradicals which undergo ring closure,b-cleavage fragmen
tation, and atom abstractions.

In the gas phase, the predominant reaction of the dir
cals is fragmentation~hydrogen molecule is an importan
product in both the liquid and gas phase photochemist!.
The elementary steps are described by our calculated po
tial energy surface~PES, shown in Fig. 1! for THF. As dis-
7930021-9606/98/108(19)/7933/4/$15.00
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cussed below, the diradical intermediate (–CH2-CH2-
CH2-CH2-O–) could yield products A, B, C, and D byb-
elimination involving the C-Cp-bond formation~A and B!
or the C-Op-bond formation~C and D!, two resulting from

FIG. 1. Gound-state reaction paths of tetrahydrofuran~THF!. The theoreti-
cal calculations were performed using density functional theory at
B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. Reaction channelsA–D correspond to four differ-
ent b-cleavage reaction pathways, two involving the oxygen electron
two the carbon electron of the diradical intermediate. The channels to
right give the nonconcerted pathways, together with their calculated tra
tion states. The values in parentheses are relative energies in kcal/mol
zero-point energy corrections.
3 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the electron on oxygen~C and D! and two from the electron
on carbon~A and B!.

In this communication, we report direct observation
the femtosecond dynamics of the intermediates in the re
tions of THF and other cyclic ethers of related structures.
also report theoretical calculations of the reaction pathw
and rates to compare with the experimental results. The
chemical bonds in THF break nonconcertedly in 65615 fs.
The intermediate products ofb-cleavage were observed t
buildup in 55615 fs and decay in 120610 fs. Contrary to the
traditional view ofb-elimination involving only C-C bond
breakage, we have observed a major channel ofb-
elimination which involves the C-H bond. To compare wi
experiment, we have calculated the potential energy sur
for THF using density functional theory~DFT!. Energies of
various reaction channels were obtained at the B3LYP
31G(d) level of theory. Microcanonical reaction rate coef
cients were then evaluated using the Rice–Ramsperg
Kassel–Marcus~RRKM! theory based on the calculate
PES. Because they have onlys bonds, the cyclic ethers ar
unique for studies of bond cleavage andp-bond formation.

II. EXPERIMENT

The femtosecond laser and molecular beam appar
used in these experiments has been described elsewh14

Briefly, the output of a colliding-pulse, mode-locked oscill
tor ~CPM! was amplified in a four-stage dye amplifie
pumped by a Nd:YAG laser. Typical output, after reco
pression by a four prism pair, was a 80 fs width~Gaussian!
pulse with an intensity of;300 mJ/pulse at 615 nm. The
pulse was split to provide pump and probe beams. For
pump, the 615 nm output was frequency doubled by a KD* P
crystal to give a 307 nm pulse which was isolated by a ba
pass filter. The probe beam, 615 nm, was passed t
computer-controlled translation stage for the time delay w
respect to the pump beam. The time zero was measurein
situ.14

The two beams were spatially combined, using a
chroic mirror, and were focused onto the supersonic mole
lar beam. The laser pulses intersect the molecular beam
differentially-pumped vacuum chamber containing a time-
flight mass spectrometer. Both pump and probe beams w
appropriately attenuated to minimize background signals.
gating the signal due to a particular ion and collecting
signal as a function of the time delay, the temporal evolut
of each species was measured.

THF ~99%!, trimethylene oxide~98%!, 2-methyltetra-
hydrofuran~99%!, and tetrahydropyran~99%!, all from Al-
drich, were used without further purification. In order
avoid the formation of clusters, THF and trimethylene oxi
were cooled to210 °C before introduction to the chambe
and the molecular beam pulse valve was operated at 100
The mass spectra in Figs. 2 and 3 clearly identify the m
ecules and show the relevant peaks.
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III. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

A. Potential energy surfaces

The PES of THF was calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d)
level of theory.15–17 Briefly, the geometries of the closed
shell reactant and product species were optimized using
stricted Kohn-Sham orbitals, whereas for the open-shell ra
cals, diradicals, and the corresponding TS’s, the unrestric
orbitals were used. To properly localize botha and b spin
densities for singlet diradicals, the spin-polarized proced
was used to destroy thea-b and the spatial symmetries b
mixing the highest-occupied molecular orbital~HOMO! with
the lowest-unoccupied molecular orbital~LUMO!.18 How-
ever, the attempt to locate a stationary point for the sing
state oxy-tetramethylene diradical using the current DFT
proach was unsuccessful due to the instability of the sin
unrestricted Kohn-Sham orbitals.19

Assuming that the energy gaps between the singlet
the triplet ground states of the diradical are insignificant,
the diradicals and theb-cleavage TS’s were first optimized a
their triplet ground states and then followed by a single-po
energy calculation using the same unrestricted B3L
method for the singlet state. The vibrational frequencies
all species were calculated at the same level of theory
characterize the nature of the stationary points~no imaginary

FIG. 2. ~a! The mass spectrum of THF observed at 50 femtosecond d
time; ~b! THF transients for the parent~72 amu! and the fragment~71 amu!.
For 72 amu, decayt565615 fs; 71 amu, riset1555615 fs and decay
t25120610 fs.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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value for a minimum and only one imaginary value for a T!
and determine the zero-point energy~ZPE! corrections. All
electronic structure calculations were performed using
G94 procedure.20

B. Reaction rates

To compare reaction rates to those calculated accor
to statistical theories, we invoked the standard RRKM f
mula, k(E)5W‡(E2E0)/hr(E), whereh is Planck’s con-
stant, E0 is the reaction barrier with ZPE correction
W‡(E2E0) is the sum of states for the TS, andr(E) is the
reactant density of states. The vibrational frequencies w
obtained from the electronic structure calculations outlin
above, and the sum~and density! of states were then calcu
lated using the Beyer-Swinehart direct counting algorithm21

The rates for theb-cleavage reactions were then calculat
based on the PES shown in Fig. 1. With statistical theor
however, ergodicity is assumed in the calculation of the
crocanonical rate coefficients, so that the total energyE is a
property of the entire phase space of the system. The p
ence of a transition state along the reaction path also de
W‡ without invoking variational methods.

FIG. 3. The mass spectra of three structurally related cyclic ethers obse
at 50 femtosecond delay time:~a! trimethylene oxide; ~b! 2-
methyltetrahydrofuran;~c! tetrahydropyran.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2~a! shows the mass spectrum for THF record
at t550 fs and Fig. 2~b! displays the transients for the pare
species~72 amu! and for a fragment intermediate~71 amu!.
The transient at 72 amu was fit to a single exponential dec
with proper convolution, to give a lifetime~t! of 65615 fs.
The transient signal at 71 amu shows a delayed rise follow
by a subsequent decay. This transient was fit with a sim
rise and decay function, giving a rise time (t1) comparable
to the decay of the parent, i.e.,t1555615 fs, and a decay
lifetime (t2) of 120610 fs. We have also observed the
transients of the 42 and 43 amu species; the mass of trim
ylene diradical and the oxy-dimethylene diradical minus o
hydrogen atom. The transients are similar to that of 71 a
This indicates that trimethylene diradical is produced fro
the parent diradical~72 amu! and that its decay time of;120
fs is consistent with the one observed from another prec
sor, cyclobutanone, at the same total energy2 ~there may also
be some contribution from the ionic fragmentation of the
amu species!. The dominance of the mass peak of 42 amu
consistent with the product yield analysis~from trapping
measurements at 77 K!13 which gives the yield ofD to be six
times that ofB channel. Note that all product channels w
build up by the same total rate of the parent decay and o
the yield and their decay will be different.

These observations illustrate the following points. Fir
oxy-polymethylene diradicals are true intermediates in
reactions of cyclic ethers, such as THF. These intermedi
are formed by a nonconcerted mechanism involving thes-
bond ~C-O! breakage. Second, for THF, the observation
transients for the parent~72 amu! and for the parent minus
one hydrogen atom~71 amu!, or 42 amu, indicates that th
oxy-tetramethylene diradical decomposes byb-cleavage pro-
cesses involving the C-H and C-C bonds. The correspond
reaction on the carbon end of the diradical, by H eliminati
from the adjacent carbon~channelA), is less probable be
cause the formation of C-Op bond is energetically more
favorable than the C-Cp bond by;25 kcal/mol, consistent
with the results shown in Fig. 1~for 0 K!. The presence of
the b-cleavage by H-elimination is significant because co
ventional mechanisms invoke only a C-Cb-elimination.

Third, the concerted product from the breakage of t
C-O bonds simultaneously is a much higher energy reac
path~see Fig. 1!. This is consistent with the absence of a
amu ~tetramethylene! signal in Fig. 2~a!; the characteristic
700 fs lifetime of tetramethylene was not observed.2 Also,
prompt breakage of the C-H bond upon excitation is mu
less probable than the C-O breakage as the excitation
volves the oxygen lone pair which promotes the neighbor
~a! C-O cleavage.13 Moreover, the energy required to brea
the C-H bond is 17 kcal/mol more than that of breaking
C-O bond as shown in Fig. 1~left vs right energetics!.

The b-cleavage of the diradical intermediate is faci
tated by the simultaneous breaking of a C-H or C-C bo
and the making of a C-C or C-Op bond. It is expected tha
a C-Hs bond would be stronger than a C-Cs bond by;15
kcal/mol while a C-Op bond is stronger than a C-Cp bond
by ;25 kcal/mol. Our theoretical results of the relative e
thalpies~at 0 K! of these reaction channels at the B3LYP/

ed
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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31G(d) level are displayed in parentheses in Fig. 1, a
indeed determine the expected energetic sequence for c
nelsA to D. The corresponding TS’s in the different cha
nelsA to D have also been successfully located at the re
tion coordinate separation ofR/Å 5 2.11, 2.34, 1.84 and
2.21, respectively. These TS’s are relevant to provide ac
rate rate information via RRKM theory.

RRKM calculations using the PES in Fig. 1 give th
lifetime of oxy-tetramethylene diradical undergoingb-
cleavage through the different reaction channels: At the t
available energyE 5 113.6 kcal/mol,22 the calculated rate
coefficients in s21 ~predicted branching ratios given in pa
rentheses! are 1.231010 ~0.1%!, 8.831011 ~5.3%!, 1.7
31012 ~10.2%!, and 1.431013 ~84.4%! for channelsA, B,
C, andD, respectively. These results predict that channelD,
which produces the trimethylene diradical~42 amu!, is a sig-
nificant reaction path, and that the total rate, which is
sum of all product-channel rates, is~60 fs)21. This would be
consistent with the strong signal observed at 42 amu@Fig.
2~a!#. The implication is that channelC should be less by a
factor of 10, different from the experimental results. Ho
ever, the dynamical force into the channel is the import
factor for branching yields and the statistical theory will pr
dict neither the rates nor the yields on such time scales
pointed out elsewhere,23 the agreement between experime
tal rates and those obtained by assuming ergodic behavi
fortuitous as the rates approach the time scale of a vibrati
period.

Studies of analog molecules~Fig. 3! illustrate the inter-
play between the dynamics and the molecular structure. T
is most evident in the intensity of the peak for the par
minus one H atom. For trimethylene oxide there is lit
(M -1) in the mass spectrum because theb C-C cleavage
gives two stablep-bonded products, ethylene and formald
hyde. For 2-methyltetrahydrofuran, the (M -1) is again very
small but the (M -15) is quite large. This peak replaces t
(M -1) because the bond to the methyl radical is weaker t
the bond to the hydrogen atom. For tetrahydropyran theM -1
is again a prominent peak because there is no more favor
alternative reaction for the oxy-pentamethylene diradical

The intermediacy of oxy-tetramethylene diradical unifi
the proposed different reaction mechanisms. It is consis
with the observation that even in the liquid phase whencis or
trans 2,5-dimethyltetrahydrofuran is photolyzed at 185 n
each isomerizes with a quantum yield of about 0.2.11 This
suggests that the quantum yield for ring closure of the o
tetramethylene diradical is about 0.4 in the liquid phase
185 nm. The lifetime of this diradical in the liquid phas
must be comparable to or longer than the period of rota
of the a-carbon-b-carbon bond in order for it to isomerize
The intermediacy of the diradical also explains the prim
process in the reactions of aliphatic ethers for which both
alkyl and an alkoxyl radicals are formed.11 The nonconcerted
pathway is driven by the LUMO/HOMO interaction in th
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s-bond framework~no p bonds! and this is consistent with
the nature of the excitation and the bond strengths; the C
is the weakest bond in the molecule.24,25
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